CVE-2012-0158:
Anatomy of a prolific
exploit
Whether you’re an experienced threat researcher, a keen security blog reader
or you’ve simply received a malicious Office document attachment; you’ll have
likely come across the CVE-2012-0158 vulnerability in some form. Arguably one
of the most exploited vulnerabilities of the last decade, the story behind CVE2012-0158’s longevity is one of constant adaptation; somewhat a modern day
embodiment of Charles Darwin’s “On the Origin of Species”. In this paper we
will dissect all aspects of the vulnerability: how it works, why it’s been so
popular, how it’s changed form, who it’s most commonly utilized against and
what the future holds for it.
Graham Chantry, SophosLabs
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Introduction
In May we published our Office Document Exploit Statistics [1] for Q4 of 2015, and there was no surprise
what vulnerability topped the charts for most exploited. CVE-2012-0158 [2] has dominated proceedings
for some time now and, despite the emergence of more recent contenders (such as CVE-2015-1641),
none has seriously challenged its position at the top.

Exploit Distribution
CVE-2014-1761
11%

CVE-2014-4114
2%

CVE-2013-3906
12%

CVE-2012-0158
48%

CVE-2015-1641
12%
CVE-2014-6352
15%

Whilst it’s not unusual for a certain vulnerability to be favored over others, it is rare for one to do so
consistently and for such a long period of time. In fact, last month marked the fourth anniversary of its
disclosure, all the way back in April 2012 [3].
Generally, once a vulnerability has been patched its effectiveness as an attack vector is short lived,
because as more users update their software, fewer remain susceptible to the exploit. The probability of
a computer running a vulnerable version of the software is likely higher a week after the disclosure,
than, say, a year after. With that in mind CVE-2012-0158’s success over four years is nothing short of
remarkable.

Analyzing its “fitness for purpose” as an attack technique
The vulnerability’s initial popularity, back in 2012, was understandable given that it meets a lot of the
criteria malware authors look for when selecting a dropper for their spam campaigns. Spam campaigns
are typically sent to a large number of random recipients so when choosing an attack technique there
can be no assumptions as to what software the intended victim has installed. As a result, the bad guys
must “play the percentages” and choose an attack technique likely to work in the majority of common
setups. There are four key questions in ascertaining how fit for purpose a vulnerability is:
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1. Is the file format unsuspicious as an email attachment?
One of the first lines of defense in a company’s security solution is the ability to stipulate exactly which
attachment types are allowed to enter the network from external email addresses. When choosing a
dropper, the key consideration is whether the file format is innocent looking enough to pass through the
gateway without arousing suspicion.
The code that CVE-2012-0158 exploits is housed within the Microsoft Windows Common Control Library.
MSCOMCTL.OCX is a Dynamic Linked Library (DLL) containing common controls such as the ComboBox,
and ProgressBar, among others. CVE-2012-0158 is concerned specifically with the ListView and
TreeView ActiveX controls. Both of these controls can be exploited in Word documents and Excel
spreadsheets, neither of which would appear out of place in emails between acquaintances or
customers.
2. What is the likelihood of the victim’s computer being compatible with the attack?
Another consideration regarding file format is whether or not the victim will have the right software
installed in order for the attack to be successful if opened. As mentioned previously, spam campaigns
are indiscriminate so great care must be taken when deciding what format to deliver the payload. The
likelihood of a successful infection with, say, an AutoCAD dropper is likely much lower than, say, that of
a PowerPoint presentation dropper.
The CVE-2012-0158 vulnerability affects Office 2003, 2007 and 2010, with the latter being the latest
Microsoft offering at the time of the vulnerability’s disclosure. Despite alternatives to Microsoft Office
making inroads recently, it is still the dominant player in the market which makes CVE-2012-0158 a
perfect candidate.
3. What functionality does the attack allow?
Being in an inconspicuous, well-supported file format is all well and good, but unless the attack method
grants the bad guys the functionality they need, the technique is useless. Vulnerabilities are commonly
categorized by what damage can be inflicted on a successful exploitation. Well-known examples are
Denial of Service, unauthorized access and SQL Injection.
CVE-2012-0158 is classified as an “Arbitrary Code Execution” vulnerability. This type of vulnerability is
considered one of the most severe as, if exploited, it allows the bad guys to hijack the program (in this
case Microsoft Word/Excel) and force it to do its bidding. This type of vulnerability provides more than
enough functionality to be an effective dropper.
4. How flexible is the attack method in evading AV detection?
A key factor in deciding in how prolific an attack method will be is how adaptable it is. Once the AV
industry discovers an attack method, it becomes a constant game of cat and mouse in which the
malware continuously changes form to appear different and elude detection.
The first few files to exploit CVE-2012-0158 were in the Office 97-2003 file format known as the Object
Linking and Embedding Compound File format (OLE2 for short). This file format uses a FAT based
hierarchic directory structure to declare storages and streams, of fixed sized blocks. OLE streams define
all aspects of documents and spreadsheets.
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Disassembled Shellcode

The screenshot above shows a CVE-2012-0158 exploit opened in an OLE2 visualization tool (edoc). The
pane to the left shows the various streams that define the document such as the WordDocument stream
responsible for most of the document’s substance. Highlighted in blue is the ObjectPool storage, the
presence of which indicates that the document contains OLE objects. ActiveX OLE objects also define a
series of child streams; most importantly the Contents stream.
The pane to the right details the raw bytes of the Contents stream and the groupings highlighted in red
are identifiers for various ActiveX data structures made infamous by CVE-2012-0158 exploits.
Highlighted in green is the malicious shellcode, disguised as data, that will be wrongly processed by
Word causing the instructions (shown in the disassembler at the bottom) to be executed.

Adapting its form to prevent detection
On the face of it, detecting CVE-2012-0158 would appear relatively routine. As long as your AV solution
can parse OLE2 files, it’s simply a case of identifying the Contents stream, looking for the specific bytes
(that identify it as a ListView/TreeView component) and then locating the proceeding shellcode.
Unfortunately, it didn’t take the malware authors long to find a number of ingenious ways of concealing
the presence of CVE-2012-0158.
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Default password encryption
Initial attempts at OLE2 obfuscation surfaced in early 2013 and centered on an interesting “feature” of
the way Microsoft Excel encrypts worksheets. Encrypting Worksheets in the 97-2003 format not only
scrambles stream contents, it also hides others entirely as can be seen in the screenshot below.

This screenshot is of an encrypted Excel CVE-2012-0158 exploit, and the right hand pane shows the
contents of the Workbook stream. As we can see, the encryption marker “Microsoft Base Cryptographic
Provider v 1.0” informs us that this worksheet is encrypted, and more worryingly the streams tree in the
left hand pane shows no sign of the ObjectPool storage. Using only the naked eye, it’s impossible to
detect the presence of CVE-2012-0158 in these sorts of files.
Of course, encrypting a file has the added disadvantage of requiring the victim to enter a password but,
fortunately for the attacker, Excel will automatically decrypt a spreadsheet if the password is
VelvetSweatshop. This is a neat trick as it hides content from other programs but not from Excel itself.
Naked Security demonstrated this trick in an article [4], penned by Paul Baccas, on the 1st anniversary of
CVE-2012-0158.
A clever trick, but AV solutions are more than aware of this feature and can easily mimic the decryption
behavior, so the bad guys still needed a more extendable solution if CVE-2012-0158 was to survive. The
task was clear - they needed to find a way of masking those special bytes that identify the vulnerability,
but this is near-on impossible in the OLE2 file format. The format stipulates that these bytes must be at
set offsets, meaning moving or sandwiching data between them will almost certainly result in the
exploit failing to work correctly.

Hiding one level deeper – the Rich Text File Format (RTF)
Fortunately for the bad guys, the answer to their prayers came in the form of the Rich Text Format. RTF
files, as they are more commonly known, are primarily plain text and consist of a series of control codes
and groups that define the content and formatting of the document.
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Groups: identified by the open and close brace characters ({ and }) and are used to
literally group related content together (such as META data like author name, title etc.)
Control codes: identified by a backslash character (\) and either a control word or
symbol. The most common control code is the RTF control code which must be in a
group and at the start of every RTF file {\rtf.

To demonstrate how the RTF format works, see the following simple example below. The screenshot to
the left is how the file looks in a text editor, such as Notepad, and the screenshot to the right is how the
same file appears when opened in Microsoft Word.

Opened In Word

In the text viewer we can see the RTF magic bytes ({\rtf), and the font table group (fonttbl) which lists all
fonts available in the document. In this example we only use “Times New Roman”. The three lines that
follow the font table group define the actual text of the document. The f0 control word, in the first and
third line, dictates that all text within these groups should be displayed as “Times New Roman”. The
second line goes one step further by making the word “simple” bold by preceding the \b control code.
So how exactly does RTF help the crooks exploit CVE-2012-0158? The answer comes in the form of the
object control code, which allows for files to be embedded within an RTF. As mentioned previously, RTF
files are primarily plain text, so simply copying the raw bytes of one file into another isn’t standard
because the embedded file may contain non-ASCII characters. To resolve this issue, RTF interprets each
byte of the embedded file as two ASCII characters which depict its hexadecimal value.
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OLE2 Word Document

OLE2 Word Document Embedded in RTF

As an example, let’s say we are embedding a CVE-2012-0158 exploited OLE2 file. OLE2 files are
recognized by 8 signature bytes at the start of the file “D0 CF 11 E0 A1 B1 1A E1” (seen in the hex editor
at the top of the diagram). When embedding the OLE2 file into an RTF file, Word takes the first byte
“D0” and adds two characters to the RTF: the letter ‘d’ and the digit ‘0’. This method continues until
every byte of the file is represented as ASCII hexadecimal, as can be seen at the bottom of the diagram.
Embedding files inside RTF is certainly nothing new; we’ve seen a variety of types of malware embedded
inside RTF such as JAR, VBS and, more commonly, Windows executables. From a detection standpoint,
any AV solution worth its muster can easily identify these object tags, reverse the process and scan the
embedded file. So where’s the advantage?
When Microsoft Word saves an RTF file, the hexadecimal representation of any embedded file is written
as a continuous stream of ASCII characters, split into equal length lines which are usually 252 characters
long (as we saw in the previous diagram). Unfortunately, the bad guys soon discovered that Word is far
from stringent about enforcing this formation and tampered with the format incessantly in order to
confuse AV parsers.
Whitespace and embedded group obfuscation
Initially this was as simple as adding spaces, tabs and newlines between the different hexadecimal
characters, usually aiming to mask the OLE2 magic bytes (as seen to the left of the diagram below).
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This soon evolved into embedding groups between the recognition bytes. We can see two such
examples of this in the screenshot to the right.
1. An atnauthor control code sandwiched between CF and 11
2. An empty group sandwiched between D0 and CF. The Control code \’ causes the proceeding
hexadecimal characters to be translated into their ASCII value. In the case of 7B and 7D, the ASCII
values are open and close brace.
More creative obfuscation techniques instead focused their attentions on disguising the presence of the
ActiveX Contents stream. Most targeted were the 21433412 and 436f626a identifiers that we
highlighted in OLE2 screenshot earlier. Primal examples did so with a series of docile control codes such
as a series of forward and back slashes, all of which are ignored by Word.

Obfuscated 21433412

Obfuscated 436F626A

Later variants housed sections of the embedded file in a group within the objdata group. The sample in
the screenshot in the above diagram is one such example which also went one step further by
obfuscating the data structure identifier 4366F62A with tabs and a nonsense control code.
Some exploit writers even choose to vent their anger through obfuscation techniques such as quoting
internet memes in controls codes or nesting cryptic messages in groups to goad AV vendors.

The older the vulnerability got, the more incomprehensible the exploit variants became. This was likely
due to AV solutions getting wise to the simpler tricks and led to increasingly more drastic levels of
obfuscation. The sample in the screenshot below shows an extreme sample that wedges random control
code groups amongst the data structure identifier 436F626A.
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Obfuscated 436F626A

This screenshot only captures a fraction of the problem, however, as every hexadecimal character of the
embedded OLE object is obfuscated in the same way. These excessive levels of obfuscation are designed
to not only bamboozle AV parsers but also malware analysts. Likely only those with a solid
understanding of the RTF file format and a keen eye for CVE-2012-0158 will be able to spot the suspect
bytes.
Intermixing binary data
One of the stealthiest obfuscation tricks surfaced around the end of 2013. As mentioned previously, RTF
files are primarily plaintext ASCII but there are some exceptions to the rule, most notably the \bin
control code. The binary control code, as it’s more commonly referred to, allows bytes to be declared as
raw binary rather than the ASCII representation we’ve analyzed so far.

The structure of a binary control code is made up of two distinct parts: the length declaration and the
raw content. For example, in the diagram above, we can see a \bin control code that declares 4 binary
bytes. The space separates the specification from the content and the proceeding 4 bytes are the bytes
to be interpreted as binary. This entire binary control code is equivalent to the ASCII representation
shown to the right of the diagram.
The first CVE-2012-0158 samples to utilize this method declared the embedded OLE2 file as entirely
binary, but in order to evoke the most mayhem, they soon moved to mixing and matching embedded
file content between binary and ASCII.
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The sample in the screenshot above is one of the more convoluted examples, as not only does it litter
binary control codes amongst ASCII byte declarations, it goes one step further by obfuscating the ASCII
with embedded meta data.
When processing the embedded data, in the sample above, the RTF reader takes the following steps:
1. Word identifies the \bin4 control code and interprets the next 4 bytes as raw binary. This includes a
null byte followed by the first three bytes of the OLE2 identifier (D0 CF 11).
2. Word reverts back to expecting hexadecimal ASCII characters and reads E0.
3. Word strips the keyword control code groups out, leaving us with the characters A1 B1 and 1A.
4. Word identifies another \bin4 control code and interprets the next 4 bytes as raw binary. This
includes the last byte of the OLE2 identifier E1 and 3 null bytes.
These are just a handful of interesting samples that we have seen. Over the last four years there have
been literally thousands of variations, suggesting that obfuscating embedded OLE2 exploited documents
in RTF is very effective. The numbers only reinforce this assertion, as RTF files make up more than 80%
of the sample set, suggesting it’s the go-to format when exploiting CVE-2012-0158.
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CVE-2012-0158 Samples By Format

17%

RTF
1%

Office 1997-2003 (OLE2)
Office Web (MHTML)

82%

Office 2007+ (ZIP)
PDF

Tellingly, 90% of those CVE-2012-0158 RTF samples contain some form of object obfuscation. As difficult
as it is to emulate the idiosyncrasies of the RTF file format, the presence of obfuscation can actually be
an excellent indicator of maliciousness. As we touched on before, most Office applications will save
embedded data in equal length lines of ASCII encoded bytes, so the probability of clean files using the
same techniques seems extremely unlikely. Essentially, the process of concealing their malicious content
results in making themselves more conspicuous.

Resurrecting forgotten file formats - MHTML
Some of the more surprising file types in the above chart include the PDF format, which utilized
JavaScript to open an exploited RTF, and more intriguingly the MHTML file format. Also known as MIME
HTML, exploits of this format first surfaced in early 2013 and were heavily linked to Chinese APT groups.
This format later shot to fame in May 2015 when the now infamous VBA downloader campaigns [5]
started to embed their malicious code within them, another example of the far-reaching influence CVE2012-0158 has had over the threat landscape.
MHTML files are similar to web pages, but instead of resources being linked to externally from the file,
they are stored within the file itself. When Word documents are saved in the MHTML format, resources
such as VBA code and ActiveX content are stored in an OLE2 file embedded within a multipart section of
the file.
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MHTML Document

Base64 Decoded
Standalone OLE2 File

Shellcode

The sample in the diagram above is a CVE-2012-0158 MHTML exploit opened in a text editor. Here we
can see the “MIME-Version” header at the start of the file followed by a multipart section which
declares the embedded OLE2 file encoded as Base64. If we decode the encoded data we find the
standalone OLE2 file containing only a single stream: an ActiveX “Contents” stream (note the fluctuation
in upper and lower case in another attempt to evade detection). Sure enough the contents of this
stream reveal some byte patterns we should all be familiar with now.

Adapting to its target audience
As we’ve seen, the life of CVE-2012-0158 has been one of constant adaptation, and this has not been
limited to its form but also its function. The obfuscation techniques we’ve analyzed certainly keep the
AV industry on their toes but evading detection is no longer CVE-2012-0158’s biggest concern. The
second of the four questions that define an attack for purpose still applies: What is the likelihood of the
victim’s computer being compatible with the attack?
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Four years is a long time in computing; Microsoft has released two versions of Office in that period, so
chances are most people will have upgraded or at the very least updated by now. And herein lies the
problem CVE-2012-0158 faces today; the percentage of computers still vulnerable is dwindling. The
most likely victims will now be those with very poor security practices or those running older, pirated
versions of Microsoft Office.

If these statistics, acquired from a Microsoft Word Intruder [6] command and control server, are
anything to go by, the number of computers still vulnerable to CVE-2012-0158 is as low as 15% in
Europe and North America and less than 40% worldwide. This would go some way to explaining why we
rarely see CVE-2012-0158 used in spam campaigns as, if you’re targeting randomly, there’s nearly an
85% chance the exploit will fail if the victim is in Europe.

Targeted attacks
One of the more alarming metrics in these numbers is the percentage of computers still vulnerable in
Asia, Russia and the Ukraine; where the balance tilts in the attacker’s favor. If a victim is in any of these
regions, the chances of a successful infection is more than 50/50. Given these numbers, it doesn’t take a
genius to work out CVE-2012-1058 is a much more potent force if an attacker happens to be targeting
these regions specifically.
Targeted attacks, in contrast to spam campaigns, are smaller and more focused. Intended victims range
from industries and companies, to a specific individual. These methods of infection are much more
calculated as the bad guys gather intelligence on their victim, such as software or hardware
specifications, and tailor the threat accordingly. These customizations will usually be in every aspect of
the attack, from the language of the attached-to email, the identity of the impersonated sender and the
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technique used to infect. Given how effective CVE-2012-0158 appears to still be, it’s no surprise that the
targeted attack guys have become so found of it in certain parts of the world.

Office exploit kits
Evidence of just how popular CVE-2012-0158 is in the targeted attack community can be seen in how
prevalent it’s become in Office exploit kits (which are themselves synonymous with APT attacks). My
colleague Gabor Szappanos wrote an excellent in-depth paper [7] about the big players in the exploit kit
game last April, and his findings revealed CVE-2012-0158 was the linchpin of all but one of those
analyzed. Exploit kits are used by all manner of criminals who target a variety of victims, so the kits need
to provide versatile exploits which will be compatible with as many computers as possible. Given the
plethora of Office versions that are vulnerable to CVE-012-0158, it’s not hard to see why they chose to
employ it.
Intriguingly, some exploit kits hedged their bets even further by grouping CVE-2012-0158 with other
prominent exploits such as CVE-2010-3333, CVE-2014-1761 and CVE-2015-1641. Using multiple exploits
increases the probability of a successful infection, as the selected exploits combine to cover a wider
range of Office versions.
For example, imagine exploits CVE-2012-0158 and CVE-2015-1641; the former covers various versions of
Office 2003, 2007 and 2010 and the latter covers versions of 2007, 2010 and 2013. So in theory the
more exploits you throw into your malware, the more victims that are vulnerable. However, this
technique also comes with the inherent risk that the more exploits you include, the more bites of the
cherry you give AV solutions. If the CVE-2012-0158 detection fails, the CVE-2015-1641 might succeed
and vice-versa.
Publicly, CVE-2012-0158 has gained notoriety as in a number of well documented targeted attacks such
as Red October, FakeM and the Rotten Tomato campaign; the latter discovered [8] by our resident APT
expert Gabor Szappanos. The targeted victims in these cases ranged from logistics and leather
companies right through to diplomatic and governmental organizations, suggesting the vulnerability is
not only very popular but also used by diverse groups of criminals with contrasting intentions.

Conclusion
Realistically, until Office Exploit Kits cut their ties with it, it seems very unlikely that we will see the back
of CVE-2012-0158 anytime soon. Its continued usage in the wild lends more weight to the theory that
it’s still having some success; even though it’s had to change its game from spam campaigns to more
concentrated attacks. If there are still vulnerable computers in the world, it seems doubtful that exploit
kit authors will discard it. History even suggests it’s still got a lot of life left in it, as CVE-2010-3333 [9],
another RTF vulnerability disclosed over five and a half years ago, is still in use today albeit much less
vigorously.
Whilst its existence might not be in jeopardy, one thing much more at risk is its position at the top of the
exploit charts. Newer and sexier vulnerabilities have emerged in the last year that have already been
inducted into exploit kits and found favor amongst malware groups. The two most likely contenders to
CVE-2012-0125’s crown are CVE-2015-1641 [10], an RTF vulnerability that exploits the way Office
processes embedded content, and CVE-2015-2545, which exploits the code Office uses to parse
Postscript files.
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The best advice to protect against CVE-2012-0158, and exploits in general, is to follow good security
practices and to make sure you keep your Office and AV solutions up-to-date.
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